QUICK START GUIDE
LI4278 LINEAR IMAGER

HELPFUL BAR CODES

OR

BATTERY OFF

RETURN TO FACTORY DEFAULTS

BATTERY OFF FOR LONG TERM STORAGE/SHIPPING

POST IN WORK AREA

STEP 1 - CRADLE CABLE CONNECTIONS

1 Scan Window
2 Scan Trigger
3 LED
4 Beep

CRADLES

Important: Charge the linear imager scanner for 24 hours before the first full day of use.

STEP 2 - CONNECT HOST INTERFACE

STEP 3 - SET UP INTERFACE (Scan Host Bar Codes)

STEP 4 - RADIO COMM HOST TYPES

RS-232

Scan one of the bar codes below

HID KEYBOARD EMULATION

SNAPI WITHOUT IMAGING

(For use with hands-free base only)

ICL RS-232

NIXDORF RS-232 MODE A

Fujitsu RS-232

OPOS/JPOS

STANDARD RS-232 PORT 5B

PORT 9B

IBM PC/AT and IBM PC COMPATIBLE PORT 17

Connect to Appropriate Host

Power

Power Port

Alternate Host Groove

Alternate Power Groove

Host Port

Power Port

Connect to Appropriate Host

Radio Communications Host Types

Scan a bar code below to choose how the scanner connects to a remote device. Scan CRADLE HOST if connecting to the CR0078 cradle. Refer to the Product Reference Guide for detailed information.

Unpairing/Disconnection

Scan a bar code below to choose how the scanner connects to a remote device. Scan CRADLE HOST if connecting to the CR0078 cradle. Refer to the Product Reference Guide for detailed information.

SIMPLE COM PORT EMULATION

IBM HAND-HELD USB

USB OPOS HAND-HELD

USB CDC Host

IBM TABLE TOP USB

Helpful Bar Codes

Set Defaults

BATTERY OFF

123Scan™

123Scan™ is an easy-to-use, PC-based software tool that enables rapid and easy customized setup via a bar code or USB cable. For more information, visit: http://www.motorolasolutions.com/123Scan.